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Abstract. Business Intelligence (BI) and analytics play a critical role in
modern businesses by assisting them to gain insights about internal operations and the external environment and to make timely data-driven
decisions. Actions resulting from these insights often require changes
to various parts of the enterprise. A signiﬁcant challenge in these contexts is to systematically connect and coordinate the BI-driven insights
with consequent enterprise decisions and actions. This paper proposes a
methodology for closing the gap between what an enterprise senses from
BI-driven insights and its response actions and changes. This methodology adopts and synthesizes existing modeling frameworks, mainly i∗ and
the Business Intelligence Model (BIM), to provide a coherent step-bystep way of connecting the sensed signals of the enterprise to subsequent
responses, and hence to make BI and analytics more actionable and understandable. Applicability of the proposed methodology is illustrated in
a case scenario.
Keywords: Business Intelligence, Data Analytics, Adaptive Enterprise,
Sense-and-Respond, Modeling framework.

1

Introduction

Business Intelligence (BI) and analytics have gained a great deal of attention
from both academic and business communities over past two decades [5]. These
systems serve as sensing mechanisms of the enterprises by providing insights
about their strategic goals, operations, performance, as well as the external environment, and assist them to respond to critical situations and take advantage
of emerging opportunities. However, a critical challenge to the adoption of these
systems is the lack of understanding of how to use analytics and the insights
resulting from them to improve the business [20, 31]. In other words, a leading
challenge in using insights from BI is to connect them to business operations
and hence shorten the latency. Latency is deﬁned as the time taken from something happening within or around the enterprise to the moment when it reacts
to it [26].
J. Grabis et al. (Eds.): PoEM 2013, LNBIP 165, pp. 114–128, 2013.
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BI-driven insights can stimulate corrective actions and changes within various
layers and diﬀerent parts of an enterprise [31]. For example, a manufacturing
company that uses BI solutions may ﬁnd an increasing trend in the production
costs. To reduce the costs, this company may change the manufacturing layout
or may decide to modify the inventory ordering policies. A hospital which uses
analytics may see a long waiting time in the reception room and decides to
increase the number of physicians and/or change their work schedules. A bank
whose web analytics show a decreasing trend in number of online banking users
and transactions, may decide to change the interface and the web-page design to
make it more user-friendly and increase its ease of use. In all of these contexts, in
order to trigger new changes across the enterprise and to take action at the right
time, BI-driven insights must be easy to interpret, linked to business strategy,
and embedded into organizational processes [20].
To tackle this problem, we propose a model-based methodology for closing the
gap between what an enterprises senses from the BI insights and their response
actions and changes. The proposed methodology adopts and synthesize several
requirements engineering modeling frameworks, including i∗ [28, 29, 32] and
Business Intelligence Model (BIM) [8, 3, 1, 14], to provide a systematic and
coherent way of connecting the BI-driven insights to the consequent business
action and changes. Our methodology assists business users to conceptualize
strategic goals and to design the sensing mechanisms for monitoring those goals.
It helps them generate and analyze the alternative response actions, to make
trade-oﬀs between them, and to ﬁnd the most suitable next action. Finally, the
methodology aids analysts to obtain new requirements to adapt the BI system
to the new enterprise context resulting from the sense-and-respond loop.
The rest of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 reviews related work
and highlights the need for the proposed methodology. Section 3 provides an
example to illustrate and motivate the research problem. Section 4 presents
the proposed methodology and illustrates its applicability on the motivating
example. The paper ends with concluding remarks and future work directions in
Section 5.

2

Related Work

In this section we review related works and published papers and clarify the
position of this paper within previous works.
Managing change and facilitating adaptiveness has been a continuous theme
in enterprise architecture [31]. In 1995, Stephan Haeckel proposed a sense-andrespond model of adaptive enterprise as a new management tool for achieving
competitive advantage in dynamic business environment [13]. An adaptive enterprise has the ability to sense environmental signals suﬃciently and to translate
them quickly into meaning and subsequent actions [11]. Haeckel described the
transformation from make-and-sell enterprise, characterized by high-volume/low
cost mass production, to sense-and-respond enterprise which is modular, ﬂuid,
and eﬀectively responds to dynamic and non-linear changes. He emphasized
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to design adaptive enterprise based on sense, interpret, decide, and act loops
[13, 11, 12]. Inspired by Haeckel’s works, Buckley et al. [4] and Kapoor et al.
[18] proposed a technical framework for sense and respond business and performance management. Their framework utilizes and integrates optimization and
analytics models to enable proactive management and control of business resources. They implemented prototypes and showed applicability of the proposed
framework for adaptive inventory management and demand/supply conditioning
in two pilot projects in IBM divisions. This line of research was continued by
Chowdhary et al. [6], where they applied model-driven techniques to IBM Business Performance Management (BPM) solution and illustrated their framework
in a scenario of a pilot project. Also, Kapoor et al. [19] proposed a model-driven
development framework for a sense-and-respond supply chain.
Nguyen et al. [23] proposed a real time service-oriented BI architecture (called
SARESA) that covers sense and respond loop and thereby aims to decrease the
reaction time. They implemented and illustrated their approach in a mobile
phone fraud detection application which analyzes the phone calls and issues
relevant alarms in fraud cases. Panian [26] discussed the notion of real-time
decisioning as an analytic approach that allows enterprise to automate the “next
best action” based on performance goals. He proposed six general steps which
needs to be accomplished in order to make real-time decisioning work. In another
work, Panian [25] discussed the characteristics and beneﬁts of Service-oriented
Architecture (SOA) and suggested to use BI solutions as Web services in an SOA
environment.
Although these works contribute to the ﬁeld and aim to increase enterprise
adaptiveness, the proposed solutions are either in the form of technical architectures for speciﬁc settings or in terms of a set of general managerial principles and
guidelines. Indeed, there is a lack of enterprise models that allow for analysis of
adaptiveness as well as a systematic step-by-step way of closing the sense-andrespond loop in business contexts. Yu et al. [31] discussed various research challenges and directions about adaptive enterprise architecture. They mention the
lack of a framework that includes collection of modeling constructs from various
frameworks (e.g., goal modeling [7], social modeling [32], system dynamics, and
BIM framework) in order to model and analyze the change and adaptiveness of
the enterprise.
Recent eﬀorts have attempted to introduce business-level modeling to provide
a higher level abstraction for BI. The BIM framework [3] conceptualizes the business operations, strategies, situations and performance indicators in a way that
can assist exploiting the huge amounts of data collected by enterprise. An empirical evaluation of the BIM in a Toronto hospital reported that BIM models
enhance communication between technical and business stakeholders and support implementation in BI projects [2]. Horkoﬀ et al. [14] proposed a detailed and
precise deﬁnition of BIM concepts and a methodology for development of these
models. It reviewed and extended BIM reasoning techniques with composite
and incomplete indicators, summarized information requirements and connected
them to the proposed methodology. Horkoﬀ et al. [15] used OWL Description
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Logic (DL) to provide a formal semantics for BIM language. The semantics serves
as a connection to DL reasoners in order to assist various “what-if?” analyzes,
to detect inconsistencies, and to automatically classify deﬁned concepts relative
to existing concepts.
While the BIM modeling framework assists enterprises to utilize their data and
provides them a better understanding of business, its connection to the action
side has not been elaborated. In other words, BIM framework can help business
users to sense and partially interpret how well they are doing with regarding to
strategic goals, but it does not address the decide-and-act side of the sense-andrespond loop. We believe that business analysts need a more complete modeling
framework which can assist them to achieve enterprise adaptiveness by closing
the sense-and-respond loop thus making BI and analytics more actionable. The
main contribution of this paper is to ﬁll this gap by adopting and synthesizing
the BIM framework with other frameworks in order to bridge the gap between
BI-driven insights and consequent enterprise actions.

3

Motivating Example

In this section we consider a hypothetical example of a North American company,
TVStars Inc., in the market of electronics, whose main products are TV and
Home Theatre. The company has the vision of becoming a prestigious market
leader recognized for its high performance products. The CEO and other senior
managers of the company understand that the current business market in which
they are operating is highly competitive, dynamic, and rapidly changing. To
survive and thrive in this environment, they believe the company must be able
to sense and adapt to changing market needs, to predict and cope with emerging
threats, and still be able to monitor and satisfy stakeholder needs.
To monitor business performance and to enable managers to make data-driven
and fact-based decisions, the company has recently deployed a BI solution. In this
system, the performance of the business is made visible to responsible managerial
positions and analysts by using monitoring dashboards and graphical display functions in the user interface. Using the BI system, the company has found a downward
trend in the number of new and loyal customers. Moreover, the analytics show that
the manufacturing costs of the company are above the planned targets. Having
these insights, the managers and other BI users aim to improve the business performance. In this condition, they have faced a critical challenge which is lack of understanding how to use the output of BI system to improve business performance.
They ﬁnd it challenging to derive suitable corrective actions from the insights provided by the BI system. They want to know: What are the possible business actions
(enterprise responses) to deal with the current bad performance in the indicators?
Is it a good idea to target a new market in Europe and to sell our products there?
Should the company change the product packaging policies from outsourcing to
insourcing and hence reduce the manufacturing costs? Which of these is the most
suitable business actions in this situation? After following/implementing it, how
can we monitor the improvements? What are the new requirements for the current
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Fig. 1. Overview of the proposed methodology

BI system? How changes and enhancements to the BI system should be included
as part of the response action? The main contribution of this paper is to propose a
modeling framework that assist such organizations to facilitate coping with these
challenges.

4

Proposed Method

In this section, we present the proposed methodology and show its application
on the hypothetical example described in Section 3. Figure 1 shows an overview
of the methodology and the inputs and outputs of the steps.
Step 1: Design the sensing based on the BIM model. In this phase,
the ﬁrst activity is to construct a business schema to support modeling and
analysis of the enterprise and its performance. For this purpose, we use the BIM
framework because it assists business users to utilize and make sense of huge
amounts of data about the enterprise and its external environment. This framework provides business analysts with a modeling and query language to reason
about business objectives, strategies, situations, tasks and performance indicators and hence to realize how well they are doing with respect to strategic goals
and objectives. BIM draws upon well-known business concepts which makes it
business-friendly and understandable for users. A methodology for constructing
BIM models has been proposed in [14].
A BIM schema provides a picture of the goals structure of the enterprise along
with the corresponding indicators and shows how well they are met. The BIM
modeling concepts are adopted and synthesized from business and management
literature and also requirements engineering sources, e.g. Balanced Scorecard and
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Fig. 2. Part of the TVStars BIM schema

Strategy Maps [17, 16], SWOT analysis (strengths, weaknesses, opportunities,
and threats) [10], and goal-oriented requirements engineering [29, 9]. Reference
[8] presents a full list of the concepts, deﬁnitions and examples of BIM.
Figure 2 shows part of the BIM schema of TVStars Inc. company, where the
goal, inﬂuences and relationships, indicators (red on top, yellow on middle, green
on bottom), and situations are modelled. The top level goal of the company is
shareholder value increased. To achieve this goal, the company looks to meet the
goals to reduce costs and to increase revenue. Moreover, to control the performance, the company have deﬁned indicator(s) for each goal, e.g., number of loyal
customers and number of new customers for the goal to attract and retain best
customers. It shows how the organizational goals are reﬁned into alternative actions that are means toward achieving those goals, e.g., a possible way to attract
and retain best customers is to oﬀer promotions for loyal customers. In addition,
this model shows the external situations that are aﬀecting the company’s goals,
e.g., ineﬀective distribution channel of the company, negatively aﬀects the goal
to increase product sales.
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After constructing the BIM model, the next activity in the proposed methodology is to analyze the indicators and select those for which the current performance is not excellent (red and yellow zones). This activity results in a set
of indicators for which improvements and corrective actions (i.e., enterprise response) are needed. Analyzing the indicators in the BIM model is part of the
sensing step of adaptive enterprise loop and assists business people to understand
how well they are doing with regarding to their strategic goals and what/where
are the possible areas of improvements.
At the current time, using the BIM model in Figure 2, the TVStars Inc. senses
that it has an average performance (yellow zone) in meeting its top goal. Moreover, the company realizes that the current performance with regarding to the
goals to increase revenue and to attract and retain best customers are deﬁcient,
since the corresponding indicators are red. Also, the business analysts ﬁnd that
the total costs indicator is below the threshold and hence the corresponding indicator is in green zone, i.e., satisfactory level of costs. Having this model, and
considering the competitive dynamic business market, the TVStars Inc. decides
to undergo changes and take new course of actions in order to adapt and improve
performance in the red/yellow indicators, e.g., number of product sold, number
of new customers, and total revenue.
The main output of this phase, is an AS-IS BIM model of the enterprise
along with a set of selected indicators for which the users want to improve the
performance.
Step 2: Develop alternative responses. In this step, a set of alternative
business actions are developed to deal with the poor performance in the indicators from previous step. These actions are potential future responses of the
enterprise to what it has sensed. They could be in various business layers, involve
diﬀerent actors, and require diﬀerent time, resources, and skills to be completed.
The analyst adds these alternatives as new goals to the AS-IS BIM model from
previous step.
After adding new alternatives, the next activity is to examine how each alternative is going to inﬂuence the other strategic goals of the enterprise. In
particular, in order to model and consider the side-eﬀects of the each alternative response, the analyst should examine how each alternative will impact the
goals for which the current performance is excellent (green zone indicators). New
inﬂuence links should be added to the BIM model to represents the possible effects of each alternative to other goals. These links facilitate the trade-oﬀ and
decision making process among alternatives. At this step, the analysts can use
the existing reasoning techniques on the BIM models to examine and answer a
variety of strategic and analysis questions about eﬀects of alternatives on the
top goals of the enterprise. They can perform reasoning on the hierarchy of goals
in order to evaluate diﬀerent strategies for the satisfaction of top goals (forward
reasoning), to evaluate the optimal input values leading to achievement of desired top goals (backward reasoning), as well as to perform analysis on goals
inconsistencies and conﬂicts. Methods and techniques for reasoning with BIM
models have been presented in [1, 14, 3, 2].
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Fig. 3. BIM schema including the alternatives and their inﬂuence links

Figure 3 shows part of the new BIM schema for TVStars Inc. company. To
generate this model, the BI analysts and the board of directors of the company
examine and investigate the red and yellow zone indicators from previous step
and after few meetings and discussions, they generate two alternative solutions
that they believe could improve the indicators. Their ﬁrst option is to penetrate
to a new market in Europe. They believe that in this way they can increase
number of new and loyal customers and hence increase the total revenue. Their
second option is to change from outsourcing the package production to insource
strategy, in which the company will design and produce the packages on its own.
The analysts believe by insourcing the packaging of products, they will reduce
the total costs of the company. Figure 3 also includes the new inﬂuence links
of the alternative, showing that how these alternative will aﬀect other strategic
goals, e.g. penetrating to Europe market negatively aﬀects the goal to reduce
distribution costs.
The main output of this step is a BIM model which includes the alternatives
along with their inﬂuence links to strategic goals.
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Fig. 4. i∗ model representing the ﬁrst alternative

Step 3: Select the most suitable alternative(s). In this step, the decision
among alternative responses of the enterprise is made and the best action(s) is
chosen to be implemented. To facilitate the organizational decision making process, i∗ modeling framework is used to analyze each of the alternative responses.
i∗ models assist the analyst to provide a detailed picture of how the corresponding organizational setting would look like when the given alternative is chosen
and implemented. In other words, these models are snapshots of the enterprise
once the response action is adopted and help the enterprise users to know how
the alternative will change the settings, e.g., new actors in the system, new
dependencies and the potential TO-BE socio-technical context.
i∗ models show the goal structure of social actors involved in the system and
depict how the actors depend on each other to achieve their goals. Reference [30]
reviews the recent applications of this modeling framework in practical industrial and business settings. Figure 4 shows the i∗ model constructed for the ﬁrst
response alternative for TVStars. Using this model, the decision makers realize
that if they decide to sell the products in Europe, a new actor Europe distributor
would be part of the system. The Marketing department depends on this distributor to have a great exposure in the market which helps to achieve the softgoal
availability of products and hence sale growth. The model shows them that the
distributor depends on the marketing department to provide high margins, so he
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can achieve his internal softgoal high sharevalues. Also, the marketing department has a resource dependency to the Europe distributor to provide market
data and feedbacks from European customers. Moreover, the analysts ﬁnd that
the Europe distributor will depend on the logistics department of the company to
provide the products. In addition to external dependencies, the i∗ model shows
them internal goals of each actor and indicates decompositions and various ways
of achieving those goals.
Figure 5 shows the i∗ model constructed for the second alternative. It indicates that if the company follows the second alternative, the insource packaging
task would be done as an internal task within the authority of Manufacturing
manager. Also, it shows diﬀerent productions strategies and their inﬂuences on
the softgoals of manufacturing department.
After developing these models, the next activity of the proposed methodology
is to decide about the new indicators that the enterprise needs to measure after
implementing each alternative. This will assist enterprises to monitor, after implementation of an alternative, how well it is working and allows them to adapt
again if the performance is not satisfactory. These indicators are added to the
i∗ models since these models are already showing the details of each alternative
and can facilitate deciding about new indicators. The “measures” and “evaluates” links from the BIM meta model are used to connect the new indicators
to the goals, tasks or the dependency links in the i∗ model. Now, by having
the new indicators in the i∗ model, the analysts can examine if an indicator
is accessible/computable or not. To facilitate that, the analyst connects each
of the new indicators to the related existing data sources (as resources in the
i∗ model). The connection between indicators and data sources elements are
made using mapping elements from the Conceptual Integration Modeling (CIM)
framework [27]. Another way of making this connection is to use the traceability
links (e.g., satisﬁability) proposed in [22, 21] to connect each new indicator to
the data warehouse schema of the enterprise. The accessibility/computability of
indicators are used as a decision criteria while trying to ﬁnd the most suitable
alternative. If an analyst ﬁnds that there is not available data for measuring
an indicator, this could result in removing the corresponding alternative from
possible choices.
The last activity in this step is to select the most suitable alternative. As a
set of criteria for this decision making, analysts and business actors consider the
inﬂuence links that were developed in the second step of the methodology, the
i∗ models, and ﬁnally the feasibility of measuring the corresponding indicator(s)
for each alternative.
Following the scenario of TVStars Inc. company, the analysts add two new
indicators to the model in Figure 4, number of customers in Europe and shipping
costs to Europe believing that these indicators are necessary for measuring the
performance of this alternative. The analyst ﬁnds that the ﬁrst alternative could
be calculated from the European distributor’s database and the second one could
be computed from the company’s warehouse database which is already operating
in the logistics department. Hence, he marks these indicators as satisﬁed in the
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Fig. 5. i∗ model representing the second alternative (See Figure 4 for legend)

model. Regarding the second alternative, the analysts realize that at the current
stage, the databases of the company does not provide the required data for
computing the indicator number of defective packages. Hence, he marks this
indicator as denied (See Figure 5). Having this analysis and also by considering
the estimated inﬂuences of the alternatives on the other strategic goals (See
Figure 3), the analysts conclude that ﬁrst alternative is more suitable for the
current situation of TVStars Inc. company. Hence, they decide to follow the
ﬁrst alternative as the next most suitable action (i.e., the response to what they
had sensed).
The main output of this step is the chosen alternative, its corresponding i∗
model including new indicators, and connections to the data warehouse schema.
Step 4: Implement and monitor the response. The last step of the
methodology includes the implementation of the chosen alternative, which is
the enterprise’s response to what it had sensed in the ﬁrst step. The i∗ models
developed in previous step could be used to assist in the implementation. Besides,
the enterprise can use the change management guidelines and principles existing
in the literature. This step of the methodology also includes modifying the BI
system to the new settings (i.e., chosen alternative) so the enterprise keeps track
of how well it is doing with regard to its response(s). The analysts construct the
TO-BE BIM model which includes the selected alternative from previous step
and its associated indicators. This BIM model includes the new requirements for
the BI system of the enterprise.
In the last step, the TVStars Inc. company penetrates to the Europe market
and starts selling the products there. The company also modiﬁes the BI system
to include the new requirements, i.e., measuring the indicators related to the ﬁrst
alternative. After implementing the alternative and updating the BI system, the
TVStars Inc. company has completed an iteration of the sense-and-respond loop.
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To summarize, this methodology adopts and synthesizes a set of modeling
frameworks to provide a systematic way of closing the sense-and-response loops
of an adaptive enterprise. The methodology includes conceptualizing and modeling the strategic goals and objectives of the enterprise and thereby sensing
how well the current performance is w.r.t. each of them. This is covered in the
ﬁrst step of the methodology (see Figure 2). The proposed methodology models various response alternatives to a given output of BIM model, as well as
their associated indicators (see Figure 3). Our methodology includes modeling
the social interaction and dependencies between various actors in an adaptive
enterprise context. It aids business users to make trade-oﬀ between these alternatives, and ﬁnally to decide about the most suitable one (see Figures 4 and 5).
Besides, it serves as a way to model the new requirements and adapt the BI system in a changing dynamic environment (see the last step of the methodology).
By connecting the sensed signals of the enterprise to subsequent responses, we
believe the proposed methodology can make BI and analytics more actionable
and understandable for business users.

5

Summary and Future Research

BI platforms and data analytics techniques are widespread in businesses, where
they assist users to sense and interpret the performance of the enterprise as well
as its environment and facilitate decision making. In this context, there exist a
gap between the insights resulting from these systems and the action(s) that the
enterprise take to respond to the conditions. This paper proposed a methodology
to ﬁll this gap and to facilitate enterprise adaptiveness. The methodology synthesizes several existing modeling frameworks to provide a step-by-step coherent
way of closing the loop between sense and response in an adaptive enterprise.
Applicability of this methodology is illustrated in a hypothetical business setting.
The recent industry trend in “embedded BI” demonstrates increasing recognition of the beneﬁts of adopting a closed-loop sense-and-respond paradigm.
However, current solutions are typically limited to a single software application
and aim at business process optimization and do not oﬀer strategic enterprise
modeling. The current proposal incorporates high level business modeling to
support reasoning about alternative actions. The response actions include new
sensing mechanisms (BI requirements) in the ongoing evolution of the sense-andrespond loops. The approach is not limited to a single application or business
process, but it is intended to be enterprise-wide in scope, to be applied at all
levels of business responsibility and performance management.
This research is part of a broader research agenda whose goal is to develop an
adaptive enterprise architecture framework. This framework would include modeling, analysis and design tools and techniques to address adaptive enterprise requirements. Future research include implementing and evaluating the proposed
methodology in a real case study. Further investigations on the understandability and communicability of the modeling concepts in proposed methodology
should be made in future studies. Also, it should be examined how the proposed
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methodology increases the speed of reaction in the enterprise. In this paper,
we showed the application of the methodology for closing closing a sense-andrespond loop at one particular level of iterative design cycles. In a complex organization, design and execution occur at many levels of time scales and scopes, as
illustrated in [33]. Future works can address this. Moreover, we anticipate that
there would be model libraries for various industries that could be reused as best
practices for other market players. In future, the proposed methodology could be
extended to include industry speciﬁc model libraries and hence to leverage the
domain knowledge and existing experiences. Besides the BIM framework could
be extended to include additional business level concepts, e.g., concepts from
the Business Model Canvas [24], and hence to increase its expressiveness for
modeling sense-and-respond loops of the enterprise. Finally, we are planning to
extend the proposed methodology with a comprehensive catalog of applications
of data mining and analytics techniques in business context. We aim to provide
model-based support for assisting users to select the proper data mining and
analytics techniques based on their business requirements. This catalog along
with the modeling support will address the need of business users community
for understandable ways of using data mining in an adaptive enterprise context.
We leave these extensions to future work.
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